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Mobile devices have gained enough traction with consumers and 

employees to require mobile applications as a part of enterprise 

strategy. However, these mobile apps must be more than mere 

information presenters.  

The consumerization of technology, coupled with the rise of the mobile workforce, 

has made mobile devices ubiquitous in organizations. Users expect the devices to 

provide customized experiences on a small screen, regardless of the type of user 

(enterprise vs. consumer). Because of the small form factor of mobile devices, apps 

can’t simply be a mirror of the corresponding desktop or web-based 

application. Mobile apps, in addition to being always-on, need to 

be user-friendly, offer features not found in the desktop or 

web app, and be intelligent enough to be useful. 

Mobile interfaces to traditional enterprise 

applications often fall short. They don’t offer 

personalization, assume that manual intervention 

is a given, assume that the user is in an office, 

and only present data. To a mobile employee 

or customer, this kind of application is a 

hindrance, not a help. 

That’s where process and decision 

management become key to developing 

mobile apps for both enterprise-facing and 

consumer-facing purposes. These 

capabilities turn mobile apps into intelligent 

tools that can filter data and present the next 

best decision for the user, with minimal 

intervention, and in a UI that can be used one-

handed. 

While cost and security are often concerns in 

developing these mobile apps, the value is clear 

when process and decision management are used. 

These apps allow users to get the interaction done now, 

correctly, and provide answers to questions. Resources are 

optimized, and risk is managed. 

In this white paper, learn how process and decision management are used to 

help organizations develop smarter mobile apps. 
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Introduction 

As we close in on 1.5B smart phone subscribers, with more than half of all mobile 

users in major markets using smart phonesi, mobile apps are moving to center stage 

in organizations of every type and every size. In large developing markets, such as 

China, more consumers already access the internet via their smart phone than using 

a PC.ii Neilsen predicts that, by 2015, smart phones will be the primary enabler of 

consumer shopping engagementiii, and a survey sponsored by Visaiv reports that 

mobile capabilities were more important to consumer banking decisions than online 

banking or access to branches and ATMs. The disruption that mobile can cause to 

an industry is clear. 

It’s not just consumer use of smart phones that is having an impact. A recent IBM 

Institute for Business Value studyv identified that organizations will have many more 

mobile workers in the future, with 18% of organizations reporting that more than 

20% of their workers are already mobile, and nearly twice that number expect to 

have more than 20% mobile workers within 3 years. Additionally, 70% of Gartner 

2013 CIO survey respondents believe mobile technology will be a disruptive force 

for the next 10 years across organizations in all industries.  

Not only are more people using smart phones and mobile apps, they have very little 

patience for a poor mobile experience. Harris Interactive found that 80% expect 

their mobile experience to be better than the in-store experience, while 85% expect 

it to be better than the web experiencevi. When users have a poor mobile 

experience, it reflects not on the organization’s mobile channel, but on the 

organization’s reputation as a whole — the mobile channel is now regarded as 

central by the customer. This focus on mobile is also reflected in a change in the 

purpose of mobile apps. Where once consumers saw the primary purpose of mobile 

apps as display, allowing them to see things on their smart phone, now they want to 

perform transactions within the mobile apps. 

The consumerization of technology in enterprises, increasingly mobile employees 

and the demands of ever more social, mobile, and connected consumers, is putting 

increased pressure on enterprises. Indeed, 81% of respondents to the IBM Institute 

for Business Value study say mobile is fundamentally changing the way they do 

business. Adopting mobile management and development technologies is part of the 

solution, allowing organizations to develop new interfaces and to manage the range 

of devices connecting to their systems. However, these capabilities are just “table 

stakes” — the back-end systems supporting these mobile devices must also change. 

Mobile devices have a smaller, more focused form factor. Instead of presenting a lot 

of data, the best mobile applications present contextual actions and specific answers 

to pertinent questions. Back-end systems have historically managed data in a 

simplistic way. Standard edit panels are used to enter data while reporting interfaces 

provide access to stored information. A smarter mobile app is going to need access 
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to a smarter back-end system: one that focuses on answers to questions, not just 

the presentation of raw data. 

Mobile users expect their applications to be location- and person-aware. Instead of 

presenting the same content to everyone all the time, the best mobile applications 

personalize their responses to the user and their current location. In contrast, most 

back-end systems have a one-size-fits-all approach to delivering content and data. A 

smarter mobile app needs back-end systems that can respond with the appropriate 

information once it knows who is accessing it and from where. 

A consumer or employee using a mobile device expects an immediate, real-time 

response. They don’t want to wait for approval of the actions they are requesting. 

Many back-end systems and processes are overly focused on manual review and 

escalations. They lack the straight through processing required to deliver answers 

and approvals in real-time. 

When employees participate in processes through mobile devices to handle critical 

path tasks, they need recommendations and suggestions for appropriate actions to 

streamline their participation. Most back-end systems simply display a large amount 

of data to the user and wait for them to select from a wide range of possible 

actions. A smarter mobile app requires a back-end system that can focus on the 

most likely actions. 

Finally, these mobile devices are a primary source of Big Data, generating large 

numbers of events that could be analyzed and used to guide the user while using the 

application. This data is streaming in and to be useful must be acted on immediately, 

not simply aggregated and reported on. 

Because mobile users need answers rather than data, because the systems they 

access must personalize their response based on user and location, and because 

these responses must be real-time and yet also analytic, mobile requires a new kind 

of back end system to be developed. Decision and process management are central 

to delivering such systems. 
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Excellence in Enterprise Mobile 

Given the growing importance of mobile to enterprises, it is essential to understand 

what it means to deliver excellence in enterprise mobile apps. Many scenarios exist 

for enterprise mobile apps, and these scenarios reveal the essential reasons why 

customers and employees want and will use enterprise mobile apps. At the same 

time, there are a number of barriers to mobile adoption. 

Enterprise Mobile Scenarios 

Compelling, smarter enterprise mobile apps focus on new ways of doing business 

that just aren’t possible without mobile. Consider some of these customer- and 

employee-facing scenarios. 

Customer-Facing Scenarios 

Customer-facing enterprise mobile apps provide new opportunities for engaging 

with customers: 

 A mobile banking app uses the device’s location to show nearby branches and 

ATMs with hours of operation. It also allows a paper check to be deposited by 

capturing images of the check using the device’s camera, allowing the customer 

to make a deposit without visiting a branch or ATM. In addition to providing a 

superior customer experience, mobile check capture performed by the 

customer reduces work for the bank’s back office by eliminating check scanning. 

 A car-sharing app combines device location and real-time fleet information to 

display nearby available cars along with fuel level and vehicle status and allow the 

customer to reserve a car. The in-car system — also a mobile app, although not 

on the customer’s smart phone — authenticates the customer account against 

back-end systems, collects vehicle status information from the customer and car 

sensors, tracks location, and triggers invoicing upon completion of the rental. 

 A loyalty app is presented by the customer at the point of sale to accumulate or 

redeem loyalty points, and optionally, to pay for purchases. As with the banking 

app, this app can also use the device’s location to show store locations and hours 

of operation. 

 A mobile wallet app is used to pay for purchases at a broader range of stores 

than a loyalty app (which is typically only valid at that store’s locations), 

effectively turning a smart phone into a credit card. 

 A point of sale app, typically accompanied by a credit/debit card reader attached 

to the mobile device, allows small businesses to accept credit card payments 

anywhere, reducing the business risk by validating the transaction immediately 

against the back-end payment processing systems. 
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 A municipal government service request app allows the constituent to report 

road damage or other issues requiring service, using the device’s location and a 

photo taken by the constituent. 

These customer-facing examples all provide methods for enterprises to conduct 

business with their customers in new ways: wherever and whenever the customer 

chooses, and by using mobile-specific functions including GPS for location, NFC for 

mobile payments, and camera. New and deeper relationships with customers 

become possible. 

Employee-Facing Scenarios 

Employee-facing enterprise mobile apps provide richer context for human 

interactions and decision-making and improve efficiency by automating data capture 

and processes: 

 A sales force automation app provides information-rich client data and “next 

best action” cross-sell/upsell recommendations to a salesperson during a remote 

client meeting. Data gathered or actions selected during the meeting may initiate 

other processes within the organization, such as initiating purchases, sending 

additional product information, or scheduling a service call. 

 A field service app manages work requests for a service technician based on 

location and skills and provides access to reference information and 

recommendations during the service call. The device camera (especially in the 

case of wearable devices) can allow a remote expert to view and advise on the 

situation in real time. Actions taken by the technician can trigger other 

processes, such as additional work orders, invoicing, or warranty claims. 

 An outpatient healthcare app manages the caseworker’s appointments with 

patients and allows the caseworker to record patient data during the visit, 

including vital signs and medications. Real-time decisioning in back-end expert 

systems provides treatment recommendations or requests for additional 

information, and can trigger follow-on steps such as a doctor visit or additional 

test procedures. 

 An insurance claims adjuster app manages an adjuster’s appointments with 

claimants and allows the adjuster to record claim-related information during the 

visit, including photos of damage captured with the mobile device. They can 

assess the damage, fill out the necessary information, capture an audio interview 

with the owner, and take pictures of the damage. With a mobile app tied to their 

processes, they could even process the claim and authorize the payment. 

“We have a picture of each guest in real-time — the things they like and don’t like, along 

with their purchase patterns. We can drive more meaningful interactions.” 

Matthew Key, Senior Technology Architect, WestJet 
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 An industrial inspection app allows a worker to capture readings or execute a 

list of actions in an industrial plant environment, potentially combined with 

automated sensor readings. This replaces a paper checklist — and the resulting 

manual data entry — with a real-time “smart” form connected to back-end 

systems that can detect unusual readings or patterns and prompt the worker to 

perform a more detailed inspection or schedule a repair. 

These employee-facing examples show how remote workers can be provided with 

better information and recommendations while eliminating many of the non-value-

added activities and reducing cycle time. 

Characteristics of Excellence 

These scenarios, both customer-facing and employee-facing, show how good 

enterprise mobile apps can be compelling. More than just ports of enterprise 

desktop functionality to a smaller screen, compelling enterprise mobile apps have 

characteristics unique to the mobile platform — they take advantage of the mobile 

platform’s availability, personalization, and usability capabilities. They engage 

customers in new ways and make employees more efficient. 

Availability 

A mobile app can be available to anyone at any time, not just when they are at their 

desk, using the smart phone or tablet that they already carry with them. Mobile apps 

need to extend beyond the boundaries of the enterprise to include customers and 

remote workers directly: users can initiate a transaction or complete an activity 

directly on their mobile device, wherever they are, reducing the amount of manual 

transcription or integration. When an always-available mobile app is connected to 

enterprise infrastructure, it can do much more than just present static information 

and capture responses; it can leverage the same real-time informational context and 

capabilities as would be available on a desktop interface. Availability, therefore, 

provides opportunity for numerous timely interactions. 

Mobile-only features 

Putting a mobile interface on an enterprise application isn’t just a matter of providing 

the same functionality as a desktop interface; it has the power to fundamentally 

change the way that users engage. Mobile device capabilities allow the process to 

A pharmaceutical company extended smarter process for vaccine compliance to 

mobile applications to ensure its field agents could guarantee safety and quality. 

Using a smarter process back end to ensure compliance with regulations and 

provide rapid recommendations for corrective action helped them resolve issues 

in days, not months. 
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detect the user’s location to provide location-specific information or alerts and 

accept relevant information, such as photos captured directly on the device. Mobile 

devices can guarantee identity, creating more seamless interactions. Mobile devices 

also offer new ways to engage with process participants, such as SMS or mobile 

email. 

Usability 

Users expect mobile apps to be easy to use, with little or no training needed. This is 

a significant difference from enterprise desktop users, who may undergo days or 

weeks of training. Mobile app users expect to be able to achieve their goals quickly, 

often while walking and using their mobile device one-handed or via voice control. 

Excellent enterprise mobile apps will present the user with the next logical action to 

perform and just enough information for context, rather than screens full of data 

and functions. 

Customer engagement 

Customers typically use mobile apps for convenient access to information, with 

cross-channel support so that the same information and functions are available on 

any interaction platform, from mobile to web to telephone. A compelling mobile app 

offers the same functionality as customers have on the desktop web, with additional 

capabilities offered by the mobile device’s GPS, near field communication (NFC), and 

camera: finding the closest bank branch, making a purchase, or taking a photo of 

accident damage. The most powerful mobile apps go further. They reduce the 

friction of transactions by allowing payment without opening a wallet. They engage 

customers with gamification and loyalty programs. And they provide answers to 

increasingly complex questions rather than simply providing raw information. They 

offer a new degree of customer engagement. 

Employee efficiency 

Employees benefit from many of the same improvements when they use mobile 

apps, especially convenient access to information. Employees are often using mobile 

A homeowners’ insurance company was extending its transactional platform to 

mobile applications. Taking an existing set of back-end APIs, they created new 

consumer-facing mobile apps around policies, claims, and quoting. Critical to these 

applications is context specificity — deciding what matters to a specific customer 

at a specific moment. This specificity might involve pushing highly targeted 

messages to customers, displaying specific information, or just making it easy for 

consumers to find the things they care about. Integration of these mobile apps into 

the workflow of the backend systems and avoiding duplication of decision logic 

already available in the transactional platform was also important. 
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apps for increased efficiency: for example, replacing manual data collection and 

transcription. They benefit from contextual information like an up-to-date client file 

and suggested next best action based on the information being collected. Mobile 

device capabilities such as GPS and camera are also important for capturing 

information in the field. 

Barriers to Adoption 

While excellent enterprise mobile apps are compelling, organizations often 

experience barriers to their adoption. These include privacy and security concerns, 

interaction challenges, and the cost of development.  

Privacy and security 

Consumers may consider financial transactions such as making a purchase or 

depositing a check to be insecure on a mobile device, although they would readily 

use the company’s website or ATM to perform the same activity. They may also 

have privacy concerns regarding the information that a company is gathering about 

them via an app, such as physical location. 

Enterprises may have concerns about the security of confidential information stored 

locally on the device by an app and the ability to remotely delete it in the event that 

the device is lost or stolen, especially for personal devices used for company 

business in bring your own device (BYOD) scenarios. Employees may resist using an 

app if it is not connected directly to back-end systems and processes, if it is unusable 

when connectivity is lost, or if it requires carrying a second mobile device. 

Interaction 

For both internal and external users, the key barrier to mobile app adoption is that 

many apps provide an inferior interface compared to their desktop counterparts. If 

the app is a direct port of the desktop functionality, this may result in poor 

performance and user experience. In particular, the small form factor of mobile 

devices means that viewing and interacting with large amounts of data or long lists 

can be difficult, if not impossible. 

These limitations can result in apps that are missing the full functionality required, 

pushing the user to call an 800 number or go to the desktop/web interface to 

complete activities. Sometimes they are not integrated with other steps being 

performed in the back office or by other employees, and this lack of context makes 

it hard for the app to deliver the needed functionality. 

Development cost 

There is no question that fully functional and usable enterprise mobile apps place an 

extra burden on organizations for design, development, testing, and support, 
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especially for multiple mobile operating systems and form factors for BYOD. 

However, there is a deeper issue of the infrastructure that is required to support 

the apps. If a mobile app is made powerful by embedding application logic directly 

into the app, maintenance costs will increase, and consistency with company policies, 

regulations, and best practices will be complicated and unnecessarily expensive. 

Custom integration of the mobile app with back end systems can result in an 

explosion of development complexity and cost when many apps are deployed in 

closely related areas. 

Requirements for Excellence 

A platform for mobile applications must support these characteristics for excellence 

while mitigating the barriers for adoption. This means:  

 Dealing effectively with localization and personalization. 

 Reflecting the usability of mobile devices in terms of form factor and one-handed 

use. 

 Delivering the immediacy and seamless interactions required for the typical short 

usage windows of mobile apps. 

 Delivering real-time responses 24x7 so that users can stay in the mobile channel 

and not be forced to change channel to get a response. 

 Effectively accessing large amounts of current data to help employees and inform 

customers. 

 Leverage existing enterprise capabilities to minimize development costs and 

maximize integration. 

 Leverages a microservice architecture to allow apps to be quickly assembled and 

deployed. 
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Limitations of Traditional Enterprise Platforms 

Enterprise applications are critical to enterprise mobile apps as enterprise mobile 

apps must use data stored in existing applications and may need to trigger functions 

defined in those applications. Enterprise mobile apps also need to push data and 

required actions into the enterprise environment to ensure the mobile user gets 

what they have requested. Enterprises must avoid re-coding existing functionality 

simply to make it available to mobile apps — Instead, enterprise mobile apps must 

integrate with and leverage existing enterprise applications. However, these 

applications can hold back a mobile application in various ways. 

They Lack Personalization Capabilities 

Most, if not all, enterprise systems are mindlessly consistent. They provide the same 

response to everyone, display the same form every time, and work to the same 

blueprint. Indeed this consistency is often central to their value proposition, as it 

enables them to efficiently handle large numbers of transactions and store a 

consistent set of data about customers, transactions, suppliers, and employees. The 

challenge with this kind of consistency is that the response of an enterprise system is 

generally oblivious to where the user is or what they are doing. This makes it hard 

to deliver a personalized, localized response simply by adding a mobile front end. 

They Assume Manual Interactions 

Many enterprise applications assume that an office worker will be involved in manual 

steps and particularly in decision-making. Enterprise applications tend to wait for 

human interactions, escalating and referring transactions or putting them in 

someone’s work queue. They rarely act on behalf of the user, at best reminding 

human users to take action. Such manual interactions undermine the ability of a 

mobilized enterprise application to deliver effective responses, as these people may 

not be available when a mobile app needs to know something or do something.  

They Assume an Office Is Involved 

Enterprise applications were developed to support office workers, and they assume 

that users are in a work environment where they can consult policies or regulations 

and ask co-workers for help. In regulated industries and in companies that have 

significant policies that must be followed, it is often essential that the user of the 

system is familiar with these policies and regulations and able to consult them. 

But this is a serious limiting factor when trying to deliver self-service to a consumer. 

Consumers do not want to know about these policies, let alone consult them; they 

need the system to do so automatically. This is also a challenge when organizations 

extend these applications to a mobile workforce. Given the users could be 
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anywhere when they are trying to use the application, the application cannot assume 

that they have access to the documentation they need. 

They Present Data but Don’t Act on It 

Enterprise applications are responsible for storing a lot of data. They rarely take 

much advantage of it, however. At best, a typical enterprise application will present 

data to a user, hoping this will help them make better decisions. As more data 

becomes available and as companies try harder to make more data-driven decisions, 

this approach is increasingly untenable, even in a desktop environment. Add the 

constraints of a mobile device, and simply presenting large amounts of data ceases to 

add value to a user. 

They Assume Bounded Processes 

Enterprise processes often are designed to only work within the corporate firewall, 

on a desktop platform. Extending these processes to mobile applications requires 

bridging between the internal enterprise process platform and the mobile platform 

in an asynchronous “store and forward” manner only at specific steps in the process, 

limiting access to information and real-time functionality — including decisioning — 

as well as lengthening response time. 

Enterprise Processes Weren’t Designed for Mobile 

Most enterprise processes and workflow were not designed for mobile customers 

or employees. Even if enterprise mobile apps can connect directly to enterprise 

applications, this may not effectively engage mobile participants. Simply putting 

mobile apps on top of an existing process will not work, since the underlying 

business model may change with the introduction of mobile. Only if the business 

process changes can enterprise mobile apps deliver maximum value. 

 

An insurance provider wanted to onboard auto dealers more rapidly by 

empowering its field teams to act more effectively. A smarter process back end 

pulled together multiple systems into a seamless whole while making the decisions 

necessary to keep the whole process moving forward. Enabling this through 

mobile apps for their workforce revealed critical challenges in the underlying 

process that had never been resolved before. A more streamlined, more decision-

centric process, combined with these mobile apps, resulted in a 70% reduction in 

time to onboard. 
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Platform Requirements for Enterprise Mobile Apps 

Delivering powerful enterprise mobile apps requires an enterprise platform that can 

enable key drivers for mobile adoption while mitigating the barriers that hold back 

mobile adoption. Many existing enterprise platforms fail to deliver these 

requirements. An enterprise platform that supports smarter enterprise mobile apps 

must bring in mobile app development, manage decisions, and support business 

processes. Such a combination ensures that mobile apps: 

 Offer true multi-channel support and consistency. 

 Don’t isolate important behavior in a mobile app where it cannot be managed or 

updated. 

 Take advantage of all the data available, not just data available in the mobile 

context. 

Challenges with the current platform must be met by extending it include mobile 

app development that is integrated with a smarter process platform that supports 

process management and decision management. 

Mobile App Development 

Enterprises developing mobile apps need a mobile development platform that 

delivers critical functionality such as: 

 Security 

 Device Management 

 App Management 

 Mobile Development 

 Location Awareness 

 Usage Analytics 

This development capability may need to support native apps as well as hybrid and 

responsive/mobile web apps. It should offer support for personal or company mobile 

devices, including remote wiping of app-related information, data caching, refresh, 

and resynchronization for offline support, as well as enforcing the release cycle of 

apps. These capabilities enable the development of secure mobile applications or 

responsive UIs that can take advantage of mobile devices.  

These capabilities are necessary, but they are not sufficient. To deliver great mobile 

apps, enterprises need to link their mobile apps to a smarter process platform that 

supports both decision management and process management. Enterprise mobile 

apps that can be effectively linked to smarter processes will be more effective, and 

more manageable, than those linked directly to enterprise applications. 
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Decision Management Capabilities 

A smarter process platform for Enterprise Mobile Apps needs to support decision 

management so it can: 

 Decide if where the user is matters, decide what they are interested in, and 

decide what the next best action is going to be. 

 Decide what information matters, what constraints apply to what they can do, 

which options are legal and compliant, and use these decisions to make it 

possible to use a smaller form factor and one hand. 

 Decide if this can be approved, what the price or discount is, and how to 

respond and do so automatically for an immediate response. 

 Decide what data matters and how it can be used to improve the interaction — 

perhaps as simple as deciding what to show, but more usefully, deciding what it 

means. 

Decision Management capabilities for enterprise mobile apps include: 

 Managing Decision Logic, typically using a Business Rules Management System so 

that the decision logic is managed in a way that delivers design transparency, so it 

is clear how the decision will be made; and execution transparency, so it is clear 

how each specific decision was made. 

 Embedding Predictive Analytics derived from historical data using mathematical 

techniques. Predictive analytics assess the likelihood that something will be true 

in the future and make this assessment available to the decision logic, allowing 

decisions to be made in this context.  

 Optimization and simulation capabilities so that results can be optimized given 

constraints and trade-offs that must be made. Such capabilities can also be used 

to drive simulations of various scenarios to see which will produce the best 

outcome for the organization. 

 Monitoring of decisions made and their outcomes to allow decision-making to be 

systematically improved over time, both by tracking decision performance and 

making changes when this performance is inadequate, and by conducting 

experiments and analyzing the results of these experiments.  

These pieces come together as shown in Figure 1 to build decision services that 

deliver answers to business processes, to mobile apps directly, and to enterprise 

applications in a sophisticated, cross-channel way. 

A North American airline delivers personalized interactions across multiple 

channels, including mobile. Decisions about who needs to be notified and about 

what, as well as decisions about how to personalize the content, are critical to this 

mobile interaction. Thanks to this targeting, over 60% of passengers click through 

for additional information, and the relevance means that only 0.5% have opted out. 
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 Figure 1: Decision Management Technologies  

 

Source: Decision Management Solutions 

Process Management Capabilities 

In order to support smart process management, an enterprise mobile platform 

needs to provide a variety of functions for human interaction, data capture, offline 

access, and more: 

 Task list management, allowing a user to select the next task on which to work, 

as well as reassign or otherwise route the task upon completion. On a mobile 

device, a task list may take the form of a news feed or other notification 

mechanism rather than a traditional inbox; reassignments may need to be 

restricted to an authenticated list (e.g., internal directory listing) or be open to 

email, messaging, and social media recipients. 

 Task creation and completion, allowing a user to view and edit the details of a 

task and perform the work necessary to complete it. Although this may perform 

similar work as on a desktop application, the mobile application needs to be 

optimized for the form factor by presenting only essential information, with the 

option to drill into more details or supporting information, and use automated 

decisioning to pre-fill to reduce data entry; otherwise, the users may abandon 

the mobile app in favor of a richer desktop environment. 
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 Device-specific data capture from the mobile device’s camera and GPS. The 

ability to include photographs and videos directly as part of completing a task, or 

capture location and speed as part of the automated task history, extends the 

mobile app capabilities far beyond the desktop experience. 

 Allow multi-platform support so that a user can move seamlessly between a 

mobile and desktop environment for the same task. 

 Where required, support offline task management so that a user can create, 

select, and work on tasks even if they are in an area with no network coverage, 

then synchronize the task information on reconnection; this is a common use 

case for remote data collection using low-cost wifi-only tablets, which then 

resynchronize on return to wifi coverage. This requires the ability to select work 

to be synchronized offline, the offline work functionality, and encryption and 

security of the offline data, including remote wiping, plus the actual 

synchronization. 

 A “manager’s dashboard” for visualizing and managing work between people and 

teams, as well as providing analytics and predictions on work in progress and key 

performance indicators. 

However, it’s not enough to just provide these capabilities in an enterprise mobile 

platform; the entire business process needs to be transformed to become a truly 

smarter process in order to enable game-changing mobile apps. 

A North American hospital rated in the10th percentile for quality of care and 

patient safety extended its business processes with a set of employee-oriented 

mobile apps. As staff move around the hospital, they remain connected to their 

business processes. These mobile apps also increase the visibility of patient data, 

improving care by ensuring that all caregivers know what is happening at any 

moment. 
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An Enterprise Mobile App Example 

Consider an example of an employee responsible for re-ordering parts. Today they 

have a desktop interface that allows them to place orders when stock is running 

low. They find out stock is running low when one of their colleagues, checking on 

stock levels while filling orders, leaves them a note. They have a set of guidelines for 

selecting an appropriate supplier handy on their intranet. They look up the supplier’s 

current standing in another application and check market pricing in a separate 

browser window to set a target price. When they are ready, they enter the order, 

and off it goes through the process. 

Mobilizing this takes more than just pushing that same interface to a mobile UI: 

 How will a mobile user find out that they must order new stock? They’re not in 

the office to find the note. 

 Once they go to place the order, the mobile app can display the pick list of 

suppliers, but there’s a very long list, something not even good UI will solve. 

 Not every supplier is in good standing, but they don’t have access to their 

guidelines while they are mobile, nor do they have access to the other 

application where supplier status is kept. 

 Looking up pricing in browser on their phone is not that easy either, especially 

not one-handed as they rush through the airport. 

 And once the order is entered it needs to go through the same fulfillment 

process, but will it? 

Connect this mobile interface to smarter process back end, though, and all this 

changes: 

 A mobile notification can be generated when decision management capabilities 

decide that stock is low. 

 Another decision determines which suppliers are in good standing and displays 

only those in the mobile UI. 

 Another looks up marketing pricing and uses this to pre-fill the best choice from 

the suppliers in good standing. 

 And when they hit submit, the order is fed into the same process, ensuring that 

all the subsequent steps are fulfilled correctly — including reaching back out to 

the mobile user if they need to approve or provide feedback later. 

The result? A compact, compelling, one-handed, fast to use, guided, convenient, 

potentially personalized, and localized, data-driven mobile UI. 
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Making a Business Case for Smarter Mobile Apps 

With the growing focus on mobile across the enterprise and the importance of the 

mobile channel for both customers and employees, enterprises of every size need to 

develop next-generation, smarter mobile apps. These enterprise mobile apps require 

both an effective mobile development platform and an enterprise platform that 

delivers decision management and process management. Such a combination allows 

for the development of personalized, localized, always-on, mobile-centric 

applications that are integrated with an enterprise’s systems of record. To make the 

case for such a combination of platforms, consider the following. 

Once and Done 

When mobile employees or customers have a point of pain or opportunity outside 

the office or retail location, enterprise mobile apps offer once-and-done interactions 

and straight through processing. Combining process and decision management 

ensures that as many transactions as possible can be completed right when the need 

is first identified. 

Right First Time 

A well-defined process and automated decisions improve outcomes by embedding 

expertise in enterprise mobile apps so it can be made available to front line staff or 

customers. This results in transactions that are right the first time, especially since 

mobile users’ location, identity, and photos can be accessed directly. Decision and 

process management ensures compliance at the point of interaction, not in 

additional follow-up activities. 

Do It Now 

Enterprise mobile apps “push” capabilities reduce cycle time and wait times by 

proactively engaging with customers and finding employees where they are. 

Enterprise mobile apps can deliver customer service when and where customers 

need it and streamline employee activities. Automated decision-making and 

streamlined processes enable real-time response all the time. 

“In a few years, it will seem silly that we had to go through a ‘mobile apps’ group to 

deploy a mobile application, just like we used to have to go through an ‘internet’ group to 

deploy a web application.” 

Scott Francis, BP-3 
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Less Paperwork, More Action 

Enterprise mobile apps can reduce paperwork in the system by capturing more 

information electronically at the point where the transaction truly begins and by 

verifying it immediately. Decision and process management can deliver approvals, 

not escalation, and action, not requests, to the enterprise mobile apps. 

Answers, Not Data 

Enterprise mobile apps can use decision management to present answers and 

recommendations not just data. With more and more data available and the 

limitations of mobile screens, turning data into answers makes it actionable in a 

mobile setting. 

Optimizing Resources 

Enterprise mobile apps can leverage resources across channels by plugging mobile 

users into same processes as everyone else. Customers and employees can work 

the way that they want, optimizing their time. 

Manage Risk, Reduce Fraud 

Enterprise mobile apps can prevent fraud and unmanaged risk from entering the 

system. Rather than accepting dubious transactions and engaging in “pay and chase,” 

an enterprise mobile app can use the mobile platform’s identify and location, as well 

as decision management capabilities, to decide which transactions to accept. 

Personalized and Individual 

Individualized, personalized services are critical to improved customer satisfaction 

and employee efficiency. Using the mobile platform to identify and then deciding 

what to say and what to do using decision management enables a truly personalized 

experience. 

Business Transformation 

Enterprise mobile apps offer the potential for “game-changing” business 

transformation. Customer engagement (as well as prospects and citizens) can extend 

customer service, not just marketing on mobile, as its own channels and as part of 

an omni-channel experience. Mobile employees can be empowered with automated 

approvals, streamlined operations, and the elimination of tedious and time-

consuming activities to make it easier for them to serve customers. 
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Contact Us 

If you have any questions about Decision Management Solutions or Kemsley Design or would like to discuss 

engaging us we would love to hear from you. Email works best but feel free to use any of the methods 

below.  

James Taylor, Decision Management Solutions 
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Phone : +1 650 400-3029 
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Email : sandy@kemsleydesign.com 

Phone : +1 416 305 2118 
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